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Tavernier, Jean-Baptiste (1605–89) French traveller, in Istanbul 1631–32.

Tevfik Fikret Born Istanbul 1867, died Istanbul 1915. Famous poet, journalist, thinker.


Tokgöz, Ahmet Ihsan Born Erzurum 1868, died İzmit 1947. Publisher, writer, translator, owner of Servet-i Fünun.
Topçular Katibi Abdülkadir Efendi Active late sixteenth/first half of seventeenth century. A janissary; wrote a contemporary history.

Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de (1656–1708) French botanist; in Istanbul 1701.

Tursun Bey Born after 1425, died after 1491. Chancery official during Mehmed II’s reign.

Ubicini, Jean Henri Abdonlyme (1818–84) French political writer and historian; in Istanbul in 1848.

al-‘Umari (1300–84) Arab chronicler; wrote history, including section on Anatolia.

Wheler, Sir George (1650–1723) English botanist, travelled with Jacob Spon in the Levant 1675–76.

Wratislaw, Baron Wenzel (Vratislav Václav von Mitrović) (1576–1635). In Istanbul with the Habsburg embassy 1591.


Yirmisekiz Mehmed Çelebi Born Edirne towards the end of the 1660s, died Cyprus 1732. A janissary, he then went into the upper echelons of government, undertook diplomatic missions, and was Ottoman ambas- sador to France 1720–21.

Zarifi, Yorgo L. Born Istanbul 1881, died Athens 1943. Grandson of Yorgo Zarifi; known as the banker of Abdülhamid II.
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